
1. ? about vulnerable subjects is? How do you approach somebody who is considered "vulnerable"

2. Access to the Internet Case As internet grows, the use of unwanted messages as well as hate speech and violence may
continue to grow.

The question is that of should big companies have the ability to prevent certain users from
hogging their internet that they provide to customers.

Ex) Google, ebay, yahoo, none of these companies would have existed if we had blocked
them from using internet access.

The question is that of justice and of universal, affordable access

3. According to Alia when is it morally
permissible for journalists to lie?

1. When it affects the publics health or safety
2. When theres no other way to get the information

4. Adversial/Confrontational Interview Confront in order to try and get the factual information
-Assuming guilt

Ethical ?: The assumption that you are lying right off of the bat.

5. Alia calls for thorough journalism,
what is one requirement that she
doesn't have for journalists?

You don't have to be objective; however they are supposed to take note of were they came
from.

6. Bankruptcy at the Philadelphia
Inquirer

This newspaper went through years of success and failure. They tried numerous methods
to keep their paper affloat. Including numerous and extraneous cuts.

This is a case of The golden mean
-Excess: Shareholders demand relentless cutting across the board, including news rooms.
To stave off stockholders revolt management had to do things that violated their deepest
beliefs and compromised the paper itself.
-Excess: At the other end is deficit. Those who made little effort to find new ways to do
journalism. They refused to innovate or saw no need for changing to new technologies.
-The middle state would have balanced profit with public purpose. They suggest that
journalists can not exist without some type of government support.

7. Conversation/Debate Interview Good for encouraging interviewees to voice their opinions.
-Devils advocate
-you don't assume that they are lying

8. Dialectical Theory ...

9. Epistemology Assuming the presence of a real world, can we know it, understand it or describe it?
Relates to journalism through is there an objective journalism that can even get to the
truth. Are there multiple truth's out there?

10. Ethical applied to journalism Institutional pressures
Ethical/unethical practices
Privacy or lack of in the media
Deceit vs truth
Depictions in media
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11. Ethical
Problems in
American
media

Profit Orientated: Leading them to try and do things regardless of what is right. 

Social Justice: Class, ethnic, gender. Everything is ruled by rich white men.

Journalisms may jump to conclusions

Ethics of image: How far journalists will go to get pictures

Sensationalism and how people are depicted: Discrepancies of gender, how people of color are treated.

Uses of vulnerable subjects: ex) children, do they have a chance to say yes or no?

Graphic images: Violence

12. Ethical skills
include

1. Recognize what moral problem exists
2. Critically assessing different arguments in different contexts.
3. Applying this to examples in the media and those in your own life.

13. Ethics of
Care (3
Types)

Relational Ethics: We are in relations and the care for other people have to be in our thoughts

Agape: Unconditional, not self interested love for another

Judeo-Christan: Do unto others as you would have them do unto you.

14. Ethics of care
strengths

Straight forward

15. Ethics of care
weaknesses

Subjective- Different ideas of caring
-May be consequences, even unknown

16. Ethnography Someone who is gathering information in which you are more of a participant than a one on one interview
ex) Was advised to go to local town stores, were you gain information on what is actually happening. They tried going to
officials instead and had a difficult time accessing any information.

17. Fallasi
interview
with
Kissinger

He elevated himself above her, he lead the interview. She ended up writing her entire article based on her perceptions of
how he viewed himself when compared to her.

18. Fox News
Case

The issue: Is it ethical for fox news to only show a one sided news story which is often dramatized in order to gain
ratings.

Ethical Principles: Principles of truth and other-regarding care are preeminent. There is frequent error of facts,
misrepresentation and rumor in the talk show format. These people should follow the Judeo-Christian principle and
Noddings relation ethics as moral guidelines of how they treat and portray other people

19. Golden
Mean/Virtue

What is ethical is when you find middle ground between two extremes.

20. Interviewer
does all of the
talking

Problem is that you don't get much information out of the interview

21. Islamic
Ethics

Do not lie/cheat/steal but you must always uphold the truth and people's dignity.

22. Journalism
is often
considered
a?

Tug of war: the exchange of power struggles over information

23. Journalists
are often
conceived as?

Murderers: Can kill somebodies reputation, family, careers with their words.



24. Kant Duty: do not lie/cheat/steal. Kant calls for a commitment of moral behavior
-if everybody falls apart (society) by telling a lie (universal law)

25. Minimal
Question

Asks minimal questions
-Allows voice to come through and can be unclear
-Not leading subjects

Ethical? Intentionally making them uncomfortable to gain information

26. Muhamad
Cartoon
Controversial
Case

The cartoon portrayal of a Muslim god caused a lot of issues among islamic culture because these pictures were often
degrading and they have a rule that states you aren't supposed to reify the profit.

Other newspapers than republished the cartoon amongst other religious comics

Consequences: 
-Protests worldwide that caused deaths
-Bombed buildings
-Threats
So it didn't serve the greatest good

Conclusions: Ethics of care/Ethics of Islam- Condemnation of entire groups is unethical.
It's not worth it because it's a lie, majority of muslims are not terrorists and this is a misrepresentation of the prophet.
It's just for entertainment and a way to plant the seed for criticism and judgement, not an actual story.

27. Obesity
Academic
Case

Journalists who write about obesity often have their own interpretation of what is wrong/right. In fact it is seen that
journalists often exaggerate the risks involved with being obese.

An ethics of other regarding care fits. News that follows this principle does not condemn unfairly. It is cautious about
generalizations, recognizing that medical conditions explain obesity for some. It is also important to report the truth
without being judgemental and alienating.

28. Ontology Is there a real world out there at all?
A real, touchable, understandable world?
Are you actually sitter here right now?
Is there Truth out there?
Relates to journalism, through the question of "is there even just one truth?"

29. Open
Interview

Interviewer takes on the role of therapists 
ex) Oprah
Goal: To get people to reveal attitudes, beliefs and emotions

Ethical ?: Interviewee is often left to deal with the consequences of what they say

30. Problems in
journalism

Current journalism: bureaucratic, academic and professional

Alia doesn't mention commercial.

There is a call for more open, critical and responsible practice of journalism.

31. Rashomon
Principle

To find the Truth you have to look at multiple truths to see the entire story.

Heider: Believes this is true when ethnographers disagree
Alia: Journalism is ethical to the extent that it tells as much truth as possible.

32. Rawls and the
veil of
ignorance

Veil of ignorance: Is it ethical for two people to make different wages for doing the same thing. (when asking this
question you pretend to be blind to any other factors except wage differentials and ask yourself the question, if you are
unable to find a logical reason for something, than it would be considered unethical).

Inequalities in society: Justice is served when redistribution is completed. 
-He would have believed that affirmative action is correct because it tries to equalize

33. Reportonal
Interview

"Just the facts"
ex) tell me what happened in the meeting



34. Rights (2
types)

Locke: Every person has certain rights. A right not to be owned, safety, pursuit of happiness, etc. We lose the right
when you infringe on others for these things

Rawls: Rights are involved, but also social injustices. Justice is served when everybody is treated equally.

35. Risky Foods
Case

Not all sides of harmful foods are being written about.
More of the emotional sides are being written about instead of the scientific facts that would lead to more informed
decisions about what to buy and not to buy.

Suggests that strong government surveillence and more detailed consumer information in the supermarket is essential.

Christian recommends that Journalists should delay the presentation of a story until all of the facts are known, that
journalists must put risk into perspective (not by simply reporting two points of view, but through presenting careful
analysis) and that reporter must have training and education to deal with complex data and ask tough questions,
particularly areas such as toxicology, radiation, chemistry and medicine.

36. Sisterly
Confession

Saying you do something to get the interviewee to say something that they wouldn't otherwise say. 
-Unethical because you are lying

37. Stolen Voice
Mail Case

Exposed Cincinnati Inquirer exposed Chiquita about horrible practices, however the story had been pulled because the
journalists taped phone calls and interviews even after he was told that he couldn't do it.

Kantian Ethics: Lying is wrong. The categorical imperative suggests that we do not permit for ourselves what we do not
wish to make a universal law.

38. Strength of
Golden
Mean/Virtue

Practical, both parties might get what they need

39. Strengths of
duty

There is no murky questions. It is either right or wrong.

40. Strengths of
Utilitarianism

A lot of people are happy
Harmony in society

41. To whom is
moral duty
owed?

1. Ourselves
2. Clients/Supporters
3. One's organization
4. Professional colleagues
5. Society

42. Truth vs truth Truth: A universal truth
truth: A truth that may only apply to you

43. The
Unabomber's
manifesto
Case

He wanted to publish his manuscript and in doing so he approached the newspaper to publish his manuscript in order
to prevent explosions and killings of other people.
-He had sent bombs in the mailbox in the past, so he was dangerous
Decision: Rawl's Theory- Actions/Messages that deprive equal liberty for all are immoral and therefore they should not
publish these articles, which in fact they had decided not to do.

44. Utilitarian
and the two
types

Utilitarian: Greatest good is served when there is greatest happiness for all (absence of pain)

Act: If the greatest good is served, than it is moral

Rule: There are moral rules you have to follow for the greatest good
ex) No violence



45. Watergate and
Grand Jury
Information

Journalists chose to go to jurors who had promised secrecy to try and get information out of them. They went to
the courthouse found the list of jurors and memorized the list. They then went over the list trying to find
members who were least likely to report their visit to the judge. They also decided that if they were called upon as
doing such a thing that they would say they had done no such thing.

By doing so they exposed others to danger, they dodged, evaded, misrepresented, suggested and intimidated even
if they had not lied outright

Ethical Problem: they employed immoral means towards immoral ends, namely, the self-interest of protecting
themselves against the post.

46. Weakness of duty No exceptions

47. Weakness of Golden
Mean/Virtue

If something is unethical, then there may not be a middle ground.

It may be difficult to find a middle ground that pleases everybody

48. Weaknesses of
Utilitarianism

1. "greatest #" there are still those that suffer
2. Subjective ex) Hitler thought he was doing hte greatest good
3. Consequences of actions may be unknown

49. What are the
different types of
interviews?

Minimal Question
Sisterly confession
Open interview
Adversial/Confrontational
Reportonal Interview
Conversation/Debate Interview
Interviewer does all of the talking

50. What constitutes of
lying

Omission of the truth, anything that involves outright lying.
Specific Cases: Stolen Voice Mail Case
Ethical Principals that Apply: Kant, Islamic Ethics.

51. What is in the first
step in the Potter
Box

Find the ethical question itself

52. What is the 2nd
quad

Values: Identify them
Ask why a particular party did what they did

53. What is the 3rd
quad

Ethical Principles: Ex) Duty, Utilitarian, etc. 
The different philosophies and what they would think of the case.

54. What is the 4th
quad?

Loyalties: Is there a conflict in loyalties and if so which one do you agree with the most.

55. What is the example
Moore gave in class
as to deficiency in
Utilitarianism?

The man who stabbed the lady on the train, he was seen as doing the most good. This is due to the fact that he
delayed the train, which in turn made two trains not crash and the lady she stabbed met the love of her life.

56. What is the example
that Alia provides
about truth vs Truth

Journalists arrive at different times and see 2 different stories, which is truth because they see 2 different stories.
To get the Truth you would interview and listen to others and stay the entire time to gain the entire story.



57. What is the
example
that Alia
provides of
the
situation in
Canada

She was assigned to figure out why this city was "dry." She hung out at general stores, pubs and coffee shops. She got one
story from officials but by hanging out in these local places she got a much different story of what was going on. It turned
out that all assumptions were incorrect, townspeople had spent years studying a politically and environmentally and
economically tricky situation. Students find that when advised to go to local places that instead they often chose to go
someplace official were they either get no information or were the interviews are very boring, they then realize that they get
maximum information by going local because this is were their guard is down and gossip flies.

58. What is the
left quad's
of the
Potter box?

What is

59. What is the
Potter box

A way to avoid emotional arguments and get down to systematic reasoning

60. What is the
quad in the
Potter Box
and what
do you do
in that box?

Define Problem: The point of this is to find all the facts, without any judgements. 
-Parties, dates, names, everything about the case

61. What is the
right
quad's of
the Potter
box?

What ought

62. What is the
terrible
privilege
that
journalists
have?

1. Freedom of the press: Get the scoop and hold the powerful accountable. You get your history when it happens, but you
have to do it right and ethicaly

63. Who
created the
Potter Box

Ralph B. Potter

64. Why can it
be difficult
to get the
truth?

-Put up a front/barrier
-Anonymity
-Fear of consequences/possible danger
-Social responsibility: Giving the answer of what they think you want.

65. Why was
the Potter
box
created?

To decide if it was right to build up nuclear arms

66. The
Wichita
Experiment
Case

Tried to get readership up and serve readers because readers felt that what they were putting in the paper wasn't relevant to
them.
-Get the scoop and be the watch dog
-Spinach journalism: Something that is good for you, but can be boring ex) tuition increases
-Twinkie story: Lindsay Lohan can't get it together (Fluffy journalism) 

So they tried to get people to tell them on what they should report on.

Golden Mean:
Extreme: Greedy paper motivated by profit, so they give readers nothing but fluff
Extreme: Serious, socially responsible paper that is willfully oblivious to readers desires.
Middle ground: Give the readers what they want to know while also throwing in the spinach.



67. The
Wikileaks
Website
Case

Wikileaks often shows controversial sides to a story. Example in this article is about two military soldiers who killed people
in Iraq who otherwise was innocent and was looked to have been helping people. They then felt zero sympathy for the
children who had witnessed the scene. The question is, is it ethical for Wikileaks to show such controversial and violent
videos without releasing the way that they got these videos

Golden Mean: Extremes are the one of evil of excess (thinking that they are the only way to show what is happening) and the
other of defect (Total rejection, a refusal to consider this new technology for any reason). The middle ground is for
journalists to use this as a form of context and not in and of itself a story alone because of the fact that they don't follow the
rules of journalism themselves.
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